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We develop a game-theoretic approach to partition theorems, like tho6e of Mathias, Taylor, 
and Louveau, involving ultraliks. Using this approach, we extend these theorems to contexts 
involving several ultraglters. We also develop an analog of Mathias forcing for such contexts 
and use it to show that the proposition (considered by Laver and P&y) “every non-trivial 
C.C.C. f&sing adjoins Cohen-generic reals or random reals” implies the non-existence of 
P-points. We show that, in the model obtained byL&y collapsing to Q) all cardim& below a 
Mahlo c8rdinal x, any countably many selective ultra6lters are mutually generic over the 
Solovay (Lebesgue measure) submodel. Finally, we show that a certain natural group of 
self-homeomorphisms of @-a~, chosen so as to preserve selectivity of ultraglters, in fact 
prese~isomorphismtypes. 
Three different meanings of ‘homogeneity’ are relevant to this paper. The East 
is the homogeneity of the sets whose existence is asserted by various partition 
relations. Our central theorems are partition relations extending Mathias’s 
version [19, Theorem 131, involving selective ultrafilters, of Silver’s theorem [28] 
on analytic partitions. Among the consequences of these theorems are several 
that shed light on a second sort of homogeneity, the informal idea that selective 
ultra6lters look alike, that they cannot be distinguished from each other by 
reasonable combinatorial properties. Finally, in a section that is independent of 
the rest of the paper except for the preliminaries, we consider topological 
homogeneity, viewing ultrafilters as points in the Stone-&h compactification of 
a discrete space, as in [25]. 
After a section in which we explain our terminology (inchtding the terminoIogy 
used in this introduction) and record some preliminary facts, we devote Sections 2 
through 4 to the proofs of our partition theorems0 Wthias’s theorem, which 
asserts that every selective ultrafilter contains homogeneous sets for all partitions 
of [o]” into an analytic and a coanalytic piece, as well as theorems of Taylor [31] 
and Louveau [17] dealing with non-selective ultrafilters, will be generalized to 
deal with several ultrafilters. For example, our results imply that, if [CD]” is 
partitioned into an analytic and a coanalytic piece, and if s and N are P-point 
ultrafilters, then there exist sets A0 E %,,, Al E Q1, and a function g : co+ o such 
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, for all n, xzn EA,,, %a+1 EAT, and g(xJ CX~+~~ Our approach to these 
theorems uses game-theoretic deas to simplify the unwiekily com- 
that would othenvise arise in gene&zing Mathias’s techniques; a 
the complexity of the argument can be isolated iu the intuitively 
that %6&e strings of generalized quantifiers are unam- 
we present rin Section 2. As a by-product of this approach, we 
between par&ion relations and games, a connection that makes 
the GaMM&ry theorem [ll] on Bore1 partitions (strengthened to assert that 
set is in a spec&d seiective ultrafuter) an immediate 
of Bore1 determinacy [18]. In proving our main results, in Sections 3 
we do not invoke Bore1 determinacy, but a crucial part of the argument is 
related to Wolfe% proof of F,determinacy (331. 
In Section 5 we recall, in a form suitable for our purposes, information about 
various forcing constructions, primar@ Mathias forcing [19] with respect to a 
se&x&e ultraf%ter, f&ing to add a generic ultraHter on a, and L&y forcing [29] 
to cohapse to a~ all the cardinals below an inaccessible K. We discuss analogs of 
Matbias forcing for non-selective ultraftlters, and we recall from [19] some 
properties of the I&y model when K is a Mahlo cardind. 
Section 6 is devoted to studyiug sekxtive ult&lters iu the L&y model 
obtained from a Mahlo a K. we show that any such uhrauher is generic, 
and any countably non-isomorphic such ultrafilters are mutually generic, 
over the submodel of sets hereditarily ordinal definable with real 
parameters and parameters from the ground model. This result implies that, in 
this L&y model, all selective ultra6lters look alike in certain senses. (Similar 
techniques were used in [6] to show that, if two non-isomorphic selective 
u&&hers a& viewed as type two objects in the sense of higher-type recursion 
theory, then neither is recu&ve in the other.) 
Finally, in Section 7, we obtain a negative result about an attempt to modify, so 
as to apply to selective ultrafilters, the topological homogeneity result of W. 
Rudin [25]. Rudin showed, assuming the continuum hypothesis, that the P-point 
uhrafrlters constitute a single orbit of the self-homeomorphism group of the space 
@a~ - o of non-principal ultraGhers on o. This group has a subgroup, with a 
simple topological detition, whose members preserve selectivity, and it was 
reasonable to hope that the selective ultraf&ers would coustitute a siugle orbit of 
this subgroup. We the orbits of this subgroup 
are in fact just the 
1. 
pap-, ‘ 
We shah 
principal ultrafilter on a 
s though all ultrafilters 
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were on the set o of nrzzral ~~~bcrs. Concepts so defined are to be trantierred 
to ultrafilters on other . ~ruz%~blc sets via bijections with o; the choice of 
bijection will never matter, 
If 9 is an ultrafilter, we shall say that a statement q(n) is true for %d aU 
n, and we shall write (WI) p(n), to mean that {n 1 go} E 9. The debition of 
‘ultrafilter’ implies that the Quantifier (%R) commutes with negation and 
conjunction and therefore with fl propositional co~ectives. 
An ultra&z % is *ekcti~e (resp. a P-poht) if every function on 0 becomes 
one-to-one (resp. finite+one) or constant, when restricted to a suitable set in QL 
Although the existence of ultrafuters, in fact of 2m ult&lters, on 0 can be 
proved without any unusual hypothesis (unless one considers the axiom of choice 
unusual), the existence of selective ultrafUters, or even of P-points, cannot 
[15,26,32]. The continuum hypothesis (CH), however, is more than enough to 
ensure the existence of selective ultrafilters and non-selective P-points in great 
profusion [f&24,4]. 
Ramsey’s theorem [22] asserts that, for any n E 0, if the set [o]” of n-element 
subsets of @ is partitioned into finitely many pieces, then there is an infinite set 
tp G o that is homogeneous in the sense that [H]” is included in one of the pieces. 
Kunen showed [S] that an ultrafilter % is selective if and only if the homogeneous 
set H in Ramsey’s theorem can always be taken to be an element of a. For this 
reason, selective ultrafllters are often called Ramsey ultrafilters. 
’ The natural generalization of Ramsey’s theorem for the family [a]@ of infinite 
subsets of o is false. It is not diflicult (with the aniom of choice) to partition [o]‘” 
into two pieces so that any two sets that differ by a single element lie in different 
pieces; clearly such a partition has no homogeneous set. The generalization 
becomes true, however, if the partition is required to be well-behaved. More 
precisely, Silver [28] showed that homogeneous sets exist for any partition of [ml0 
into an analytic set and a coanalytic set, and Mathias 1191 showed that a 
homogeneous set for such a partition can be found in any prescribed selective 
ultrafilter. The topological notion of ‘analytic’ (=continuous image of a Bore1 
set =Xi) refers to the topology on [o]” given by the following metric: If the 
. longest common initial segment of X and Y has size n, then the distance between 
X and Y is 2-“. Thus, a typical basic open set consists of all the X E [WI”’ that 
have a fixed finite set as an initial segment; note that such a basic open set is also 
closed. 
‘Jtrtiters on o are the points of the so-called Stone-&ch remainder, 
s o - o. (Had we admitted principal ultrafilters, we would have obtained the 
whole Stonc&ch compactification /To.) A basis for the topology‘ of @I - 0 
consists of the sets 
for all A s o. It is easy to verify that the operation A commutes with finitary 
Boolean operations, that a s fi if and only if A - B is finite (which is’sometimes 
expressed by saying that A is almost included in B), and that PO - o is a 
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Ibudodf space. 61 is a P@nt if and only if every countable 
of ueighborhoo& of * is agaiu a (not necessarily open) neighbor- 
It fUows that self+omeomorphisms of @U-CO send P-pints to 
p-points, aud Rudiu [a showed that CH implies the converse: any P-point can 
by a seEhomeomo@ism of Ba, - a. (By contrast, every 
~isinducedbyape~u~onofcu,so~~ateonly 
whe3eas CH yields Zrp, P-prints.) Sii selective ubafikm are 
c& am view Rudiu’s result as a homogeneity result for selective 
.IuSection7,weshakousideranaturalrestrictedclass 
can be shown to preserve selectivity. The result we 
obtain (assuming CH) is, however, just the opposite of homogeneity. 
IfUisanvrrItrafilteroncuandf:cu-*cuis~otoonstantonanYSetin~,then 
{A G a~ If-‘(A) E ‘W 
is an ukra6.k. It is the image of % under the unique continuous extension offto 
~$a~-*@, and it sat&&es the equivalence 
The Rudin-Iikisler (RR) order of ultrafrlters [8,24] is defined by putting 9 6 Vif 
and only if * =1(V) for some $ If * =p((v, for some f that is one-tckone on a 
set in V’, then in fact ‘41 =&V’) for some permutation f of o, and we say that 9 
and ‘y are isomorphic (% = V). A basic, but not entirely trivial, result about 
mappiqs of ultraGlters is that &II) = * only if f(n) = n for %3hnost all n. This 
impliesthatt~~~~isequivalenttoC~’Y,~theRKotderindu~apartial 
order of isomorphism classes, The selective ultra6lters are precisely the RIG 
minimal ultraf%ers, and the set of P-pints is closed downward in the RR order. 
A stronger relation, the Rudin-Frolfk (RF) order, is defmed by putting 
‘$I <RF(~ if and only if there exist uhrafilters Wn, for n E co, such that ‘Y is 
isomorphic to the ukafilter 
on m X cu, called the %um of the Wm. An equivalent statement is that T is the 
Jimit, with respect to 4tc, of some discrete sequence in /30 - o. (Had we allowed 
the ultrafilters Wn to be principal, the definition would have yielded sRF instead 
of CRF.) Since the projection from 0 X 0 to the first factor 0 sends C-&W, to 
9, we see that the RF order is stronger than the RK order. Furthermore, this 
projection is neither constant nor finite-to-one on any set in C-C,gV,, so this 
ultr&lter is not a P-point; all P-points are therefore RF4ninimal. We write 
for %-C,,sV, when all of the Wn are the same ultrafilter W. 
In Section 8, we shall need two facts about sums of ultra6lters. The first is part 
of a theorem of .E. Rudh [23]; it asserts that, if 
B-&W, = %‘-c,w;, 
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then either 
(a) for %ahnost all n, Wn = !&&JV~ for some ultrafilters %I+& or
(b) for %‘-almost all n, WL = ~~-CmcWm for some ultrafilters Sn, or 
(c) for &almost all n, Wm is isomorphic to some W&. 
The second is a characterization, given in [3], of the R&predecessors of % @ V 
when ‘V is a P-poi. These predecessors are of three sorts: the RK-predecessors 
of %, the R&predecessors of V’, and ultraGlters isomorphic to QP-&srJI, where 
~‘~~and’V’~~Vforalln. 
We shall need some facts about the semantics of infinite strings of the ‘almost 
all’ quantiuers (%n) associated to ultrafilters QL Some of these facts seem to be of 
sulkient independent interest to warrant a presentation in somewhat greater 
genera& than we shall actually need. We therefore devote the first part of this 
section to a discussion of i&x&e strings of generalized quantiuers. Afterward, we 
relate this dkcussion to partition relations and specialize to quantiuers of the form 
(@O* 
Consider an inkite expression of the form 
where the variables x,, range over some set A, where 2t?zA”, and where SS is, 
for each finite sequence s E A<“, a (generalized) quantifier on A, that is, a family 
of subsets of A closed under supersets. To simplify notation, we shall write 3 for 
the entire system of quantifiers Z& indexed by A<“, and we shall abbreviate (1) as 
(9x)x E 2” where x means (x0, x1, . . . , x,, . . .). We shall also use the symbol A 
for concatenation of sequences. 
The semantics of a single generalized quantifier a! is defined by 
The semantics of an infinite string (1) of ordinary quantifiers V and 3 (which are 
identified with the generalized quantifiers {A} and {X s A 1 X # 0) respectively) 
is usually given in terms of a game between two players, V and 3, who 
consecutively choose values in A for x0, x1, . . . . X n,.... At move n, when the 
values of x0, . . . , x~-~ have already been chosen and are known to both players, 
player !&%...,x,_*) chooses a value for x,. The outcome of a play is that 3 (resp. V) 
wins if the sequence x of chosen values is in (resp. out of) E’. If 3 has a winning 
strategy in this game, then we say that (1) is true. We shall refer to the game just 
described as the game for (1). Note that the quantifier system 9 alone determines 
what counts as a play of the game; % is involved only in deciding the outcome. 
Thus, it makes sense to speak of ‘playing the game 9’ in the sense of having V 
ofthegameunless4Wsa!sospecif&.Again,wecan 
the game 9, but the concept of a winning strategy 
ik natural to replace them 
rs by @maRy koking the equivalence (2) and 
ulaby-ofe;9mesasjustdescrkLThus, 
cun0&z!~for(l).ThegameconGstsofstages 
have aIready been chcK#en 
nbychoosingaset 
for&E&. (Thispart 
.)Player3winsaplayif 
trueifandonlyif3hasa 
approach to interpreting infinite strings of generalized 
raked quantifiers to ordinary ones is not the only 
, the quantifier ‘for infmitely many Aural numbers’, 
is usually reduced to ordinary quantikrs by means of the equivalence 
More generally, if 9 is any quantilier on a set A, we define its dual by 
and we have the reduction 
to ordinary 
The definition of h for (9x)x~Z depended on singling out a particular 
‘canonical’ reduction <2) which leads to the canonical game for this formula. It is 
certainly debatable whether the adjective ‘canonical’ is appropriate, since (2) 
doesn’t seem intrinsically prefer;ible rri (3), say. But we shall show that the debate 
is w: zll reductions lead to the same truth condition for (1). Before 
reading further, the reader WY find it instructive to compare the canonical 
reduction 
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with the alternative reduction obtained from (3) 
(Vko e @(3x,? a ko)(Vk, E m)(3xl a k,) l l l x E ST. 
In particular, suppose that you are player V and you have a winning strategy for 
the game for the canonical reduction; how do you go about winning the game for 
the aitern8tive reduction? 
We shaii prove two versions of the result that &fferent reductions yield 
equivalent truth conditions. The first version covers only the canonical reduction 
(2) and its dual (4). This version is indirectiy proved (when all the SS are the 
same) in [1], and it is ali we shail need for our study of uitrafilters. The second 
version, covering arbitrary reductions, is included to avoid leaving an obvious 
gap. It is somewhat more complicated than the first version, but the extra 
complexity arises mostiy from the need to say what an arbitrary reduction is. 
If we replace each generalized quantifier in (1) by its reduction via (4), we 
obtain the formula 
whose game, which we cali the &al ~URPMT for (l), aiso consists of stages of two 
moves each. At stage n, x0, . . . , xn_l are already known, V begins by choosing 
K E &S&.._,x&r and 3 repks by choosing x, E Y,. As before, 3 wins if x E Z. 
Reef. We prove the theorem for the case where 3 wins one of the games; the 
proof for V is the same. So we assume that 3 has a winning strategy G for one of 
the games, and we give instructions for how 3 should play the other game. These 
instructions wili define a strategy, and we shall see that it is a winning strategy. 
The inst~ctions will always .involve having 3 pretend that he is playing, in 
addition to the actual game, an auxikry play of the other game. 3’s moves in the 
auxiiiary game will be in accordance with O, so he will win the auxiliary play. 
Furthermore, the instructions will tell 3 what moves he should pretend that V is 
making in the auxiliary game. These moves will be chosen so that the x’s selected 
in the actual and auxiliary games are identical. Since the outcome of each game is 
determined by whether x c %‘, and since 3 wins the auxiliary game, he also wins 
the actual game. 
Suppose first that o is a winning strategy for 3 in the canonical game. Here are 
the instructions 3 shoui6 follow when playing the dual game and pretending to 
play an auxiliary canonical game. At stage II, you have already arranged that the 
sequence s of previous’choices x0, l . l P x n-l is the same in both games. If your 
actual opponent now selects Y, E &, use 0 in the auxiliary game to select X, E &. 
By definition of & there is an element x, E X, n Y,. Play such an x, in the ati 
that V played the same x, iu the auxiliary game. Thus, the 
choices is still the same, namely s-(x,), in both games, as required. 
for 3 in the dual game. Here are the 
the canonical game and pretending to 
n, you have already arranged that 
You are required now to choose 
V could make in the auxiliary 
for all the moves already made iu the auxiliary game. By 
at least one element ii-em each Yn& so A-X,&, 
Thus, Xm is a legal move in the actual game; play it. If 
, by definition of Xn, there is a Y, E & to which u 
x,. Pretend that V played such a Ya in the auxiliary 
using u, with x,. Again, the SeQuence of choices 
ST&) is the same in both &es, so the proof is c0mplete. 0 
We 
akite 
tothe geueral situation. By a rdddion of a 
string of ordinary quantifiers plus a function, 
quantifier 9 on A we 
is V or 3, where each yi rauges over some set (that 
y9 l l l ¶ y”‘), where f(y”, y’, . . . , yk-‘) EA for 
and where 
may depend on 
Y’S in the ap- 
9 = (Xd 1 (Q’y>(Q’y’)- l l (Qk-*yk-‘)f(y’, y’, . . . , y&-l) EX}. 
For any such reduction, we have the schema 
(W v(x) * (Q"~"MQ'ul)- l •(Qk-l~k-l) o(f(y’, yl, . - .p y”‘>>, (8) 
and we refer to (7) as the reduction described by the schema (8). Thus, for 
, the reduction de& by (2) has k=2, ,‘=a, Q1=V, y” ranging 
over y“, and f(y’, y’) = y'. 
defines a ‘pseudo-game’ between two players V and 3. At 
move i, where OS i C k, player Qi, kuowing the values of ;102 yl, . . . . ycl, 
value for yi in the appropriate set. The outcome of a play is not a win 
either player (hence the terminology ‘pseudo’) but rather the element 
f(y”, y’, . . . , yk-‘) of A. 
we =e given a formula of the form (1) and reductions (7J of all the 
SS occurrmg in it. We refrain from writing out (7J explicitly; the 
obtain it by attaching a subscript s to every occurrenceof Q,y, k,fin 
schemas (8J describing these reductions can be used to formally replace 
ers in (1) with ordin quant%ers. The game associated 
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to the resulting formula can be described as follows. Players V and 3 begin by 
playing the pseudo-game de&red by (78). If the outcome is x0 E A, then they play 
the pseudo-game de&& by (7&. If the outcome of this stage is x1 E A, then 
they play the pseudo-game defmed by (7(+&, and so forth. Finally 3 (resp. V) 
wins the play if (x0, x1, . . .) is in (resp. out of) E We cali this game the gamefor 
(I) re&ced by (75). 
Theorem 1 (general version). Suppose two redu&ms ate given for each of the 
quantijkrs &. Then the games for @x)x E BP, reduced by these two mhctions, 
am quiuaknt~in the setme that, if a pkzyer has a winning strategy for one of the 
games, then he at90 has a winning strategy for the other. 
Pro& We refer to the two reductions as (7=) and (7:) and to the corresponding 
games as G and G’. Suppose a: is a winning strategy for 3 in G. We shall give 
instructions whereby 3 can play G’ and pretend to play an auxiliary play of G, in 
such a way that, &st, he plays G in accordaxe with Q and therefore wins the 
auxiliary game and, second, the outcome x, of each stage is the same in the actual 
game and the auxihary game. Since the condition for v&ming, x&‘, depends 
only on the sequence x of these outcomes, it follows that 3 will also win the 
actual game G’. We shall therefore have, in these instructions, a winning strategy 
for 3 in G’. This will complete the proof of the theorem for 3; the proof for V is 
the same. 
Here are the instructions for 3 to follow at stage n. You have already arranged 
that s =(x0, . . . , x,-3 is th e same in both games. Let S be the set of all 
outcomes x, that could arise in stage IC of the auxiliary game G if you continue to 
follow a while V plays arbitrarily: Then 
(Q”~o)(Q1y ‘1. l l (Q”-‘y”-‘)f (y’, y’, . . .s y&-l) E S 
holds, where subscripts s (on Q, y, k, f) have been omitted. Indeed, the game 
interpretation of this sentence is that you have a strategy forcing the outcome of 
stage n to be in S, and, by definition of S, o is such a strategy. (Technically, it is 
not Q but the part of B that deals with stage it, given the chosen moves at 
previous stages.) Thus, by &), we have (2~~) x, E S, and, by (8;), it follows that 
the formula that is like (9) but has a prime (in addition to the s already 
suppressed) on every Q, y, k, f to refer to (7:) also holds. In other words, there is 
a strategy whereby you can play stage n of the actual game G’ so as to ensure that 
its outcome x, is in S. Use this strategy in the actual game. When the Mual stage 
n is finished, let x, be its ctcome. So x, E S. This means, by definition of S, that 
there is a play of stage n of the auxiliary game in which you use o and the 
outcome is the same x,. Pretend that this play occurs in the auxiliary game. The 
sequence of outcomes, S-X,), is still the same in both games, so the instructions 
work as desired. 0 
a4 A. h 
Theorenn1aggyreslllsthatthe~~nwgiventothecanonical~ctioni;l 
apparent; any reduction could be used. 
a bit by allowing the Quantifier Qi in a reduction 
proofisun&mged. 
for 3 in the canonicaI game for 
is a nonempty subset Y of A<” (the 
8etoffiaitie 9ecr\#no#rhA)sa~ 
W) Tisclosedunderinitialsegments,and . 
forea&s~T, the‘bradingset' (11) 
T(s) = {x E A 1 s-(x) E T} 
to , i.e., (*)s-(x) E T. 
If 0 is a Srategy for 3 in the canonical game for (1), then the finite initial 
~~Ofinfinjteseqrrenoes(xo,xl,...)producedwhen3llsesaandVplays 
arb&&ly oonstituk a S-tree &. Conversely, every %ree T is T, fix a unique a, 
namely the stra&gy: after your opponent has chosen the terms of a sequence s, 
reply by chooGng T(s). Thus, we may identify strategies for 3 with Strees. The 
- =q=== (xg, Xl , . . .) that can arise when 3 uses Q are precisely the 
(~of)~thrcmgbT,.Thps,aisa~strategyifando~ifallpa~ 
tbroogbT,liein~,and(l)holdsifandonlyiftheteisa~-~allofwhose 
pathslieinZ Ifoandraresktegiessuchthat T,sT,, thenwecallsim 
impnnrwrrent of r; the terminology is jussed by the obsen@on that, if T b a 
winningstrategy~r(Sx)x&‘, thensoisa. 
Observe that the canonical game for (9x)x&? Ad the dual-game for 
(4x)*$ Z difkr only in that the names of the players have been interchanged. 
~s,Vhasawinning~~inthecanoilical~efor(~)a:E~ifandonlyif 
(~)~O~is~.Theformula(~)x~~canbefo~obtainedfromthe 
negution of (Sx)x~ Z by applying infmitely often the ‘prenex operation’ 
iudka&dby 
This equivalence is always correct, by defSion of 4, but its infinite iteration is 
just&xl only when the (canon&!) game for (ti)x E % is determined. (We have 
pare&eked ‘canonical’, and we shall omit it altogether in such contexts in the 
future, since Theorem 1 assures us that the game for (2x)x E B? reduced in any 
other way is determkd if and only if the canonical game is determined.) The 
folbwing theorem summarizes the preceding discus&on. 
maUy prenexed negation’ (i&x)x $ if is true. 
(c) Either there is a S-tree all of whose paths are in % or there b a hree none 
ofwhosepathsarein~. 
In the situation f particular interest to us where all the Quantifiers s8 are 
ukaf&ers Q& on 49, several simplifications occur. The first is that, since 
ultrafilters satisfy @ = 9 by definition, we can omit the dualizations in Theorem 
2. The second is that, since ultilters are closed under finite intersect!?@, the 
intersection of finitely many W-trees is a e-tree. The third is that, since all our 
ukraWers are assumed to be non-principal, the tree of strictly increasing finite 
sequences fkom cu is a BI-tree, which we identify with the set [ml<@ of Unite 
subsets of CL) (ordered by ‘initial segment’) by identifying a subset of o with its 
increasing enumeration. Similarly, we identify the set of paths through [o]<” 
with [a)]? In virtue of the SeoGnd and third of the preceding observations we can, 
when discus&g Wrees, usually co&e our attention to subtrees of [o](OD, and 
.we shall do So without further comment. 
Combining our observations, we immediately obtain the following corollary of 
Theorem 2. 
If 3? is a Bore1 subset of [o]“, then the game mentioned in Corollary 2.1 is a 
Bore1 game over o U(Power set of w), because the auxiliary conditions 
x8 E Q&._.,_~) and x, E X, are all clopen. Since Martin’s proof [18] of Bore1 
determinacy works over arbitrary sets, the hypothesis of the corollary is 
automatically satisfied: 
corollrrrg 2.2. If Q& is un zdtra@ter for each s E [ml”” and if E is a Borel subset of 
[ml”, then there is a (u-tree all or none e* whose path lie in %. 
From this corollary, we easily obtain a proof of the Galvin-Prikry partition 
theorem [ll] for Bore1 sets. Since a direct proof of the Galviu-Prikry theorem is 
simpler than any known proof of Bore1 determinacy, this result should be viewed, 
not as an alternat:: method for establishing the Galvin-Prikry theorem, but rather 
as a clarification of a connection between determinacy and partition properties. 
CoroIEpry 2.3 (Galvin-Ptikry). Zf %’ is a Bore1 subset of [m]‘@, then there is an 
infinite HE m all or none of tihose injinite subsets are in 8!. 
Proof. Let 9 be an ultrafilter, and take all ‘4& = % in the preceding corollary. Let 
T be a %-tree (i.e., a %-tree with all %$ = %) all or none of whose paths lie in Z. 
We shall complete the proof by finding an infinite H s o such that every infinite 
subset of H is a path through T. Equivalently, we tid M such that every finite 
A. B&u 
sPbsetofHisa~ofT.Butthisiseasily~mp~~bychoosingthe 
elements of H i&u&&y. After the set Hn of the tit n elements of H has been 
let x be any element of the intersection of the sets T(s) for all 
sc~;sltcl;anxe~~~fthesetsT(s)~lo~totheu~.’Ihenset 
~+l=Hj,U{x};itisclearbyWuctiononnthateverysubsetofH,isanodeof 
T,soH=~,,H;,hasthet&&ed~rties. 0 
In the next section, we shall need some notation for dealing with games ‘started 
in the middle’. To be mom precise, consider a formula (~Ex)xE 8%~ before, and 
a iinite sequence SEA% Then the e gu~~~for (*)x4! 
~UFUPR s is defined to be the canonical p”ne f6r (~‘x)s% E g(P where 
To play this game, one essentially plays the canonical game for 
beginning at stage length(s) and pretending that the pxvious 
(omitted) stages re59lted in the sequence of outcomes s. A strzitegy 0 &x 3 in this 
game can, of course, be described by a 9’-tree To, but we prefer to appegd s at 
thebeghkngandset 
Tas = {s^t 1 t E &) U {initial segments of s}. 
Tbenaisawinningssrategy~rthecanonical~efor(~)xE~startingatsif 
and only if all paths through T,, lie in i??. Also, when writing the formula 
‘x)sYk E 8? out explicitly, we prefer to start the indexing of the variables x at 
K = length(s) rather than at 0, and we may then write (x0, . . . , xkwl) for s. 
Our proof of Corollary 2.3, the Galvin-Prky theorem, required the hypothe- 
sis that %p is a Bore1 set ti order to use Martin% general theorem on Bore1 
determinacy. The same technique can be used to ablish Silver’s partition 
theorem [Zs] br analytic sets, but wz can ho longer rely on general determinacy 
results. Rather, we prove a determinacy theorem for games of the specific sort 
needed for partition properties. This section is devoted to this determinacy 
theorem, fkom which Silver’s theorem follows. In the next section, the same 
determinacy theorem will be used to establish partition relations involving 
uhrafilters, generalizations of the theorem of Mathias quoted in the introduction. 
We begin by 6xing some notation. Let % be a system of ultrafilters Q$ on o, 
indexed by the finite subsets s of o. If 2 s [o]~, we -refer to the canonical game 
for (‘US) {x} E S as the %-game, and we define the Sgame starting at position 
s E [o](” similarly. Here {x} means the set whose members are the terms of the 
i&rite sequence x. Recall from Section 2 that, since the Q& are ultrafilters, we 
can confine our attention to plays whose outcomes x,, are in increasing order, so 
that x and {x} are essentially equivalent. We write s- %’ to mean that 3 has 
a winning strategy in the %-game starting at s, in other words, that 
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(9%) s U {x} 45SLP in the notation of Section 2. Our primary interest will be in the 
relation @+ 247; but the more general relation s- hip is needed in the analysis of it. 
Note that @-+ 2@! simply means that 3 has a winning strategy in the Z-game; he 
can choose sets xn E Q&b...,*& so that, no matter what x, EX, his opponent 
chooses, the set of all the selected x’s is in 2’. And, by Theorem 1 and the 
discussion preceding Theorem 2, $-+ [@la’ - 8Lp is equivalent to the statement that 
V wins the Z-game. 
LRt C be the collection of those Bps [@Ia such that, for every s E [IU]‘=~, either 
s4%pors+[tu] a* X Thus, $P belongs to C if and only if the &game, and also 
the R-game starting at any position, are determined. Let I be the subclass of C 
consisting of those Z such that, for every s E [ablea, s+ [WI”’ - E$ for such an aP, 
V can win the %game starting at any position. 
‘Ikorem 3. (a) C is a Boolean a-algebra of subsets of [ml@, and it conMu all 
basic open sets. 
(b) I is a a-ideal in C and is closed undkr arbitrary &se&. 
(c) Any fornil,, of disjoint seti in C - I is count&k 
(d) For any set Es [a]“‘, there t&t an Fagset 247 and a G”-set P such that 
~~dlTc_~oradinosubsetof~-~orof~+-~liesinc-P. 
Before proving the theorem, we point out some of its consequences. 
cor&Iaty 3.1. C is closed under Souslin’s operation A In par&&r, if % is 
analytik then the E-game is determined. 
Proof. Either parts (a), (b), and (c) or parts (a), (b), and (d) of the theorem 
yield the first sentence of the corollary, by classical results of Szpilrajn [30]. (The 
proof using (a), (b), (d) is given in [16] and [20], while the one using (a), (b), (c) 
is given in [19].) The last part of the corollary follows, since % E C, so 04 % or 
fik[#]@- %. I3 
corollrvg 3.2. If Z is an analytic subset of [w]“, then there is a a-tree all or none 
of whose paths are in E. 
Proof. Combine Corollaries 2.1 and 3.1. Cl 
CoroRary 3.3 (Silver [28]). If: % is an analytic subset of [w]“, then there is an 
infinite H z o all or none of whose infinite subsets are in 25 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, using 3.2 in place of 2.2. Cl 
If all the ultrafilters %$ are equal to a single ultrafilter %, then the class C 
coincides with the class %& introduced (with a different definition) by Louveau 
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[17). It is shown in 1171 that this class is the class of subsets of [(u]“’ having the 
B&e proper~ in a certain topology, similar to the topology introduced by 
Ellentuck [lo]; Since Louveau’s topology satisfies the countable antichain 
oondition~apensets,hisresnit~~analtenrateproofofparts(a~through(c) 
ofThearem3aswellastbeoorollariesabove,forthecasethat~‘$5areequal. 
It is clear from the definitions that C is closed under 
Iisciosedundersurwets,9nd~tIrC.ThatCoontains 
sets is a conquence of open determinacy. A simpler proof is to 
={~E[~]ODItiSBLL~segmentofX}, 
thens-Ziftisaninitialsegmentofs, ands+[a]“-Bpotherwise. 
shall complete the proof of part (a) 61 the theorem by showing that C is 
under countable unions. Let & E C for every ?r E m, let 89 = UnEcl, 8pn, and 
let s = {x*, . . . , X&l} E [(u]‘“. We must prove that s+8por s+[(u]@-X We _ 
di&@sh two cases, accordhg to whether the formula 
which we abbreviate as (*‘x) [3m 3ns U {x 1 m}+ i&l, holds. 
C&e 1: Zk fomu& (12) hole& This case hypothesis means that, starting at 
position s in the Z-we, player 3 can iplay so as to e- that, at some finite 
stage of the game, he will be able to win the i&game for some n. If he plays in 
this manner until he reaches a position from which he can win an i&-game and 
then plays so as to win that &-game, then he wins the Z-game, since Em G 8. 
Therefore, s-x 
&se 2: 27&e form& (12) does not hold. The part of (12) in square brackets 
defines an open subset of Lo]“, so, by open determinacy and Theorem 1, falsity 
of (l2) means 
Since &)n E C, we can tier (*lx) ~,PP_Z Vns U {s 1 m} --, [ml”’ - En]. Thus, 3 has 
a strategy t for the canonical game for a’ whereby he can ensure that, at any 
stage of the game, he can play, from that point on, so as to forei the final result 
s U {x} out of any pres&ibed %& We define an improvement d of z that will force 
s U {x} out of 8” Recall from Section 2 that an improvement is simphl a 0 which, 
in every situation, chooses a subset (in the appropriate 9& of course) of the set 
that r chooses; recall also that any i-mprovement B of z wins every game that z 
wins, so our description of z above applies equally to 0. The instructions for (I 
wiM teli 3 not only what to choose at each stage but also how to construct a 
nce of auxiliary strategies pn. Here are the instructions for stage 111. 
You have already constructed po, . . . , pm-l, and the outcomes 
xk 9*--P xk+rn-_I of the previous stages are (because 0 improves z) such that you 
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can win any prescribed [u]~-Z~ starting at tm = {x~,x~, . . . , x~+,+}. In 
particular, you can win [@I”‘- %m starting at tm by means of some strategy pm. 
Play, as Xm, a set in %h that is a subset of each of the sets chosen by 
r,PoP*V p,,, at position b. Such an X’ exists as %, is an ultrafilter. 
If 3 follows these instructions then, from stage m on, he is using an 
improvement of pm which guarantees that the Gnal result s U {x} will be outside 
8p,. This holds for all m, so the result is outside gP. Therefore, s+ [o]‘- X This 
completes the proof of part (a). 
To prove part (b) it remains only to check that I is closed under countable 
unions. The proof of this is like the proof for C just completed, except for the 
simplification that Case 1 never arises and in Case 2 t is not needed. 
Part (c) is easy if we recall, from Section 2, that the intersection of two *-trees 
is a *-tree, so that any two strategies have a common improvement. It follows 
that,ifs+Z%nds-+3, thens+Zn% Inparticular,if~andtaredisjoint, 
then no s can simultaneously satis@ s --, E and s + 9. But, by definition of C and 
2” for each Z E C -1: there is an s with s- Z’. There are only countably many 
s e [a,]‘” and disjoint E’s require distinct s’s, so there cannot be uncountably 
many disjoint Z E C - I. 
To prove ($J, it stices to prove the part about Z-, as the rest follows by 
complementation. Let Z be given. For each s E [o]‘” such that s-E’, fix a 
winning strategy a, for 3 in the Z-game starting at s, and let 9= be the set of all 
possible outcomes s U YE [o]“, where Y is the set of V’s choices in some play of 
this game in which 3 uses strategy a,. As a, wins for 3, ss s E. 9= is a closed 
subset of [o]Q: namely the set of all paths through the tree To,,=. We define 8? to 
be the union of the 9s for all s such that s- Z’, so Z- is clearly an Fa subset of 8. 
To complete the proof, we suppose that 9 E C-I and 9 s %‘- E-, and we 
derive a contradiction. Since .9/ E C -I, there is an s such that s + 9; lix such an 
s. As 9 s 2??, we have s- E’, so a, and 9s are defined. Note that s+ *s by 
definition of 5&. Therefore s- 9s f7 9. But this is absurd, as q n 9 s %’ n 4/ = 
0. 0 
4. KJltdiMer partition theorems 
This section is devoted to partition theorems, for analytic sets, in which 
homogeneous sets of various sorts are found in prcwribed ultrafilters. All these 
results are based on Corollary 3.2, which asserts, for partitions of [o]~ into an 
analytic piece and a coanalytic piece, the existence of a q-tree that is 
homogeneous in the sense that all its paths lie in the same piece of the partition. 
We shall show that, in various situations, the concepts of %-trees and paths 
through them can be replaced by simpler concepts. 
For our first result, we specialize to the case that all the ultrafilters %s in the 
system % are the same ultraflter %; in this case we refer to Q&trees as Q&trees. 
A. lbss 
andthemisafiutdionf:cu-,cusuchthatf~not 
containsaUornoneoftheinfjnitesetrXcHthat 
(c) (Taylor [311S see also [2, Theorem 2.31). If % is a P-point, then them is a 
~~g:cu-*cusuch~89~~oUornoneoftke 
Vk YEX[X<Y + g(x)<y]. 
(d) (Matnias WD If * is sektive, then there is a set HE% such that E 
cmtaimaUorno~~ofthe~subselsofH. 
Consider the following very special case of the theorem. Let [elk be 
into two pieces for some linite k. Let E consist of those infinite 
subsets of a whose k smallest elements form a set in the first piece of [(u]“. Then 
the theorem applies to B? sin- Z is clopen. Part (1) gives us &men’s theorem 
that every selective ultralilter contains a homogeneous set for the given partition 
of [a#. Part (c) gives us a theorem of -4. Taylor (see [2, Theorem 2.31) that 
every P-point contains a set H that is homogeneous in the weak sense that all 
sufficiently spread-out (i.e., x c y --, g(x) <y) k-element subsets of H lie in the 
same piece of the given partition. It is easy to see that the spread-out condition is 
needed for non-selective P-pints and that it does not suflice for ultrafilters 
that are not P-pintc Indeed, if f :o- m, then the partition of [o]* into 
{{x, y} 1 f(x) = f (y)} and its complement has the property that on any homo- 
geneous set f is one-to-one or wnstant, and on any set that is homogeneous in the 
weaker spread-out sense f is finite-to-one or constant. Part (b) of Theorem 4 
gives, for arbitrary ultrafilters on 0, a partition theorem similar to the one for 
P-pints but with an even rge-&er sort of homogeneity. This theorem does not 
seem to be explicit T - +b za *“5x*:we, but it is (for k = L) essentially equivalent to a 
theorem of P+ , &c ing generating sets for ultrafllters of the form 
l&orem 4 reduces, by virtue of Corollary 3.2, to the following 
result (a special case of Theorem 4). 
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i;s a path through T. 
(b)~isasetH~~andt~aanf:cu~cusuch~f~nor 
bow&d on any set in 9 and such t&at every infinite X E H sabfying 
VW EX[X <Y + -f(y)] 
isapaththmqghT. ’ 
(c) IfBdisaP-po~,~n~reisasetHE~nndfhereisafunctiong:o-,a, 
such&ateveryi@iteXcWsatkfjing 
by EX[X<Y --+ &+=Yl 
isapaththroughT. 
(d) (Grigorieff [12]). If % _ is selective, then there is a set H E % such that every 
&#niteX~HisapaththtoughT. 
Roof. Since T is a C-tree, we have, for each s E T, 
T(s)={xE~,~sU{X}ET}E’PC. 
(a) Let H = T(g) and, for each n E o, let 
this is a finite intersection, so Hn E %. If X s H satisfies the condition in (a) and if 
x0, Xl, l l l are the elements of X in increasing order, then x0 E T(0) and, for each 
If, xn+l E Ha G TWO, x1, . . . S x,,}). Therefore X is a path through T. 
(b) Let H2&2HlZ=- be as in (a) and assuine, by removing all numbers 
lessthannfromH,,that&,H,=fl.Definef:w-+oby 
f (n) = the smallest k such that n $ HR. 
Then f is not bounded by any k E o on any A E Q& because othenwise Hk and A 
would be disjoint whereas they are both in %. The definition off implies that any 
X satisfying the condition in (b) also satisfies the condition in (a). 
‘(c) Let H’ E Ql and f have the properties specified in (b). Since % is a P-point 
and f is not constant on any set in Q& f must be finite-to-one on some set H E C, 
which we can take to be a subset of H’. As f is finite-to-one on H, there exists, 
for each x E o, an upper bound g(x) for the elements of H that f maps to values 
e. Thus, for any y E H, 
&)<Y --+ x<f(rh 
so the condition on X in (c) implies the one in (b). 
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(a) mentioned Kunen’s theorem (selective ultraGlters are Ramsey) as a 
eonsequence of Theorem 4(d), we should avoid using the former in the proof of 
the latter. What follows is therefore not the quickest proof of (d); that would 
involve apply& Kunen’s theorem to the partition of pairs {x<y} according to 
ultra6hers are P-points, find H’E~ and g:a-+cu with the 
fied in (c). Increasin ggifnecessary,wemayassumethatgis 
stri&y inuea&g and that g(x) >x for all x. Consider the sequence O<g(O) c 
gzo < ~~oobZaineCbystartingwithOandrepeatedlyapplyingg.Leth:~-,cu 
be the fundion which, on e& interval k’(O), e’(O)), is constant with value k. 
(Here g*(O) means 0.) Since h is not constant on any infinite set, selectivity of 9 
requires h to be one-to-one on some A E (ec. Since 9 is an ultra&x, it contains 
one of the sets {x~e~jh(x) is even} and {x~a,jk(x) is odd}; let B be,the 
intenection of this set with A. If x <y are two elements of B, and k = h(x), then 
k <h(y) as h is one-to-one on B, and k + 2 s h(y) as the parity of h(y) matches 
that of h(r) = k By definition of h and mo-&z&ity of g, we have x <8+‘(O) 
ad g(x) <gL’2(0) sy. Thus, the condition in (c) is satisfied whenever x and y are 
inB,soH=H’nBisasrequiredin(d). 0 
We turn now to applications of Corollary 3.2 in which the uhraGlters K are not 
all the same. Since our main results about this situation, Theorems 6 and 7 below, 
are nt~tationaQ complicated, we give first a special ease whose proof is more 
wnt. (This special ease was used in [6].) IfA and B are two infinite subsets 
of m (disjoint in all the interesting eases), we say that an i&n&e Xs w is chssen 
alte7natcly *RN A and B if, when the elements of X are listed in increasing order 
asx~cx~C---, x,isinAforaUevennandinBforalloddn. 
and V be non4somophic selective t4lb@kb. on 0, and let i4T 
be .a analytk subset of [a~]@. ‘There a& se& AE 9 and BE V s&h that Z 
RtCJirsallornoneof~~satrchoss~altenratelyfromAandB. 
DeGne (at by letting N be % or V according to whether the cardinal&y 1st 
of s is even or odd. As before, Corollary 3.2 reduces the proof of Theorem 5 to 
the following special case. 
be as above and let T be a e-tree. There exist sets A E % and 
BE V such that all infinite sets X chosen altemady from A and B are paths 
through T. 
As T is a ‘pt-tree, the sets T(s) are in % or V according to whether IsI is 
even or odd. Thus, for every m E o, 
A,= n T(s)E%, and B,,,= n 
sET,csleval 
T(s)CV. 
max(s)- 
SET,lslodd 
max(J)=- 
Sektive t4b@em and homogeneily 
ThereisanA’@Msuchthat 
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this can be seen either by following the proof of Theorem 4’ or by applying the 
Ramsey property of % to the partition of the pairs {x C y} according to whether 
or not y E A,. (Any homogeneous set A’ for this partition either is as required or 
satisfies V’, y E A’ [x < y -3 y $ A,], but the latter is absurd since it makes A‘ 
disjoint from A, - {u} E Q& where a is the smallest member of A’.) Similarly, 
there is a B’ E V such that 
Vx, y E B’ [x <y --, y E B,]. 
Since % and V are non-isomoorphic and are minimal in the Rudin-Keisler 
ordering, no function f : o- 0 can map one of them to the other. We apply this 
first with 
f(x) = the fhst element of B’ larger than x. 
Since f(%) # V, there is a set V E Y with f-'(V) $94 and therefore f-l@ - V) E 
%. Similarly, taking 
g(x) = the first element of A’ larger than x, 
we obtain a set U E % such that g-‘(0 - U) E ‘y: Set 
A=A’nf-l(o-V)WnT(fl) and B=B’nVQ-‘(o-U). 
So A E % and B E v. We intend to show that, if X is chosen alternately from A 
an&B, thenxisapaththrough T. Letthemembersof;Ybex~<xl<===, so 
x, E A for even n and x, E B for odd n. We show by induction that every initial 
segment of X is in T. Assume {x0, . . . , x~_~} E T; we must show that x,, E 
T({xc,, . . .s ~-1 }). Suppose n is even. (The other case is analogous.) If II = 0, 
then x~ET(P)) because AsT(fl). So assume n>O. Since x,+A’nU and 
;~tn_~ E~-~(u - u), we see that g(x,_l) #x, and therefore g(x,,-l) is an element 
z E A' strictly between x~-~ and x,. By our choice of A’, we have x,, E A,, which 
means that x, E T(s) for all s E T with IsI even and max(s) sz. But 
1 x0, . . . , x,_~} is such an s, being in T by induction hypothesis. So x,, E 
T({xo, . . . , x,+}) & desired. Cl 
&!tq iu Theorems 5 and S, the assumption that % and ‘T are not isomorphic 
is essenkl. Consider, for example, what happens when $c and 9r are distinct but 
isomorphic selective ultrafilters on CO. Let f be an isomorphism from % to V. We 
may assume (by interchanging % with ‘V and fwith f-l, and by altering f on a set 
not in %, if necessary) that f(x) >x for all x. Then the clopen set E consisting of 
thoseX={xo<x~<~=~}E[O]~ such that f(x,) =x1 does not have the partition 
property asserted in Theorem 5. (Thus, even the partition relation for pairs fails.) 
There is also a Bore1 function F: [w] a+ P(o) such that, if A E Ql and B E “v, 
A. Bkss . 
every 2 G (11) occurs as F(X) for some X chosen alternately from A and B, 
to Theorem 5 when 
subset of [cU]@, then 
aU or none of the se& X chosen 
be deduced without much difblty ffom Matbias 
As in the previous situations, this fbllows from a special case via Corollary 3.2. 
xn E w&x+xm-1) ) an-d g(&#)-"+l 
isapaththrwgh T. 
If all of the ‘85 were distinct, we could just set Z(N)= T(s) and 
withg.Thepoiatoftbetheoremisthat,ifthesame~cK;cursas’%l,~r 
many difkent s (e.g., if q depends only on IsI as in Theorem S), then the same 
works fbr all these s simultaneously. Here g and the assumption that % is a 
will be essential. 
The special case of Theorem 6 where s depends only on the parity of IsI (so 
there are 0llaIy two Ws) is the partition theorem quoted iu tie introduction. 
6’. For each % that occurs as R for some s, let I(C) be the set 
of such indices s. Define, for each such % and each m E o, 
&(W = n T(s), 
sd(QL) 
max(s)- 
%I. As % is a P-point, it oontaius a set that is almost included in 
every m. Let Z(C) be such a set, chosen to be CT(~) if % = s, and 
o be larger than all the (finitely many) members of Z(9) - B&Q). 
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Define g(m) to be the maximum value of b,(a), where ‘p1 ranges over the 
(finitely many) ultraf%ers that occur as x with max(s)sm. We shall show that 
the functions 2 and g so de&red satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 6’. Let 
{xOexl <. l a} satisfy the requirements in that conclusion. In particular, x0 E 
Z(s)s T(B), so {x0} E T. Assume as an induction hypothesis that s = 
(. x0, . . . , x~_~} E I!’ for a certain n B 1. Then x, E Z(s) and x,, >g(x,&~ 
bx,,_,(9Q. By definition of b&B) and I!&,@), it follows that x, E Bm(@s) G Z’(s), 
which means that {x0, . . . , xnwl, xm} E T. So {x0, x1, . . .} is a path through T, as 
desired. 0 
Our next theorem will allow us, when the K are selective aqi distinct 9& are 
non-isomorphic, to remove all references to g from Theorem 6. The proof uses 
the following lemma, which may be of some independent interest. 
Lemmrr 7.1. Let %,, (n E o) be RK-inwmpatabk P-points, and let A, E %,,. Then 
thereexi&tsetsB,&M,,suchtkatB~~A,,and 
Proof. Temporarily fix m and PZ with m #n. The function f, de&red on all but a 
6nite subset of o by 
f(v) = the largest element of A, that is Cv, 
does not map CeG, to Q as these are RIGincomparable ultrtiters. So there exist 
cm E Q&, and 0,” E R such that fis defined at all points of 0,” and maps them to 
points outside C& (The notation for the C’s and D’s was chosen so that the 
subscript of a set indicates the ultrafilter in which that set lies.) Thus, 
UEC,,WED~,U<V + (3w~A,,,)u<w<v. (13) 
Now un-6x m and ‘t. Each Q& is a P-point, so let E, e Q be almost included 
in cm and in 0: ior every n. If E, were actually included, rather than almost 
included, in every CL and Di, then we would have 
uEE,,vEE,,ucv,m#n + UEC&VED~,UCV 
and so 
uEE,,vEE,,ucv,m#n + (~w~A,)uCwCv, WI 
and the lemma would be proved. But, because of the almost-inclusion, there may 
be counterexamples to (14). 
Temporarily fk m and n again, with m # n. The counterexamples to (14) are of 
two (possibly overlapping) sorts; either 
UEE,-C”,, ME,, and u<vSmin{wEA,(w>u} (1% 
or 
HE,,,, VEE,,-DF,. ucv. (16) 
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By of&&llereareonlylinitey 
thereareonlyfinitelymanyuasin. 
!&&,rly, by choice of En, there are only finitely many u as in (16) and for each 
onlyfkitelymanyu, rrsu<u. Tk~,forour&sdmandn, thereareonly 
many counw (u, u) to (14). * 
II, and r&r to the owIlfterexamples discus& in the 
as (m,n~unte-pies. For each n, obtain Be by 
E, any element that is a component of an (m, n)- 
(n, m)-counterexample for any M en. As A, and En are in 
many elements have been removed from A, n E,, we have 
But every counterezampk (hr any (m, n)) has had at least one of its 
components removed (the component corresponding to the larger of m and n), so 
(14) becomes true if the E’s are replaced by B’s. I3 _ 
7.29 L&t (n E (u) be paid&e non-isonorphic sekctiip;e ultr*m on 
(udcetg:m-,m. TAere-aresetsB,~‘o(,suchthat 
By selectivity, find sets A, E cec,l satisfying 
(as in the proof of Theorem 4’(d)). Then let 4 E Q& be as in Lemma 7.1, and . 
sapposex<y~inU,B,.IfxandyareinthesameB,,thenasB,~A,we 
have g(x)Cy by choice of A,. If they are in different B’s, say x E Bi and y E B,, 
then the choice ‘of the B’s ensures that x<wCy for some w EA,. So 
g(x) < w cy. 0 
The following is au immediate cousequence of Theorems 6 and 6’ aud 
Gw&lary 7.2. 
7 7’). A~ume that * is a selective ultrafilter 0:’ 0 for every 
s E [t~]~ and that, for any 9, t E [o]<~ the ukktaj&m %iS and q are either equal or 
non-isomorphic. Then the function g in Theorem 6 (and 6’) can be taken to the 
ihntity~tin. 
Of course, taking g to be the identity function amounts to deleting the 
requirement that g(x,) C x n+l and therefore amounts to removing g altogether 
from the statement of Theorem 6 (and 6’). 
as [19] associated to every selective u!traHter % on o a notion of forcing, 
which adjoins to the universe an infinite subset R of o such that each set in % 
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contains all but finitely many elements of R. We shall discuss in this section a 
similar notion of forcing Q(a) associated to a family (ar = (Q&s E [cu]<@) of 
ultrafilters on cu; we obtain analogs 111 this context of many of Mathias’s results 
for the selective case, and we use this forcing construction to make some progress 
on a question of Prikry and Laver. At the end of the section, we also review some 
well-known facts about adjoining an ultrafilter on o by forcing and about 
Solovay’s Lebesgue measure model [29]. 
‘l%e terminology ‘Mathias forcing’ is used with somewhat different meanings by 
different authors. Mathias [19] defined a notion of forcing P!, where d is the 
complement of a free ideal on o. (In particular, & could be an ultrafilter.) Pd 
amsists of pairs (s, A) where s E [a]‘“, A E d, and all elements of s are smaller 
thanmin(A); (s,A) isanextensionof (6B) ifs2t,AsB, ands-tsB. The 
forcing is viewed as adjoining an infinite subset R of ti, about which (s, A) gives 
the information that s E R ss U A. Two special cases received much attention in 
[19], the case that & consists of all infinite subsets of o and the case that & is a 
selective ultraulter on o. By *Mathias forcing’, some people mean one of these 
special cases, some mean the other, some mean either one, some mean the case 
where J# is an arbitrary ultrafilter on o, and some mean the most general case 
considered by Mathias, where SQ is merely the complement of a free ideal. It will 
be convenient in this paper to use the name ‘Mathias forcing’ in a sense broad 
enough to include Pd for all ultrafilters & on o; we shall not have occasion to 
consider more general Sg. The reader should be warned, however, that Mathias 
forcing for non-selective ultrafllters does not share all the familiar properties of 
Mathias forcing for selective ultrafilters; for example, it need not adjoin any 
functions o+ o that eventually dominate all ground model functions [7]. It 
seems that, in some respects, the appropriate analog for non-selective ultrafilters 
of Mathias forcing for selective ultralilters is not Mathias forcing but rather the 
forcing Q(e) (or its special case with all ?, equal) that we are about to define. 
Let ‘%I = (q&s E [w]~@) be a family of ultrafilters on o indexed by the finite 
subsets s of o. As in. Section 3, if %‘c_[ol” and s E [w]<@, we write s-+% to 
mean that player 3 has a winning strategy in the E-game (the canonical game for 
(Btx) {x} E %) starting at position s. Such a strategy is represented, as in Section 
2, by a tree T (there called T,,,), a subtree of [c$@ ordered by ‘initial segment 
of, in which every node is comparable with s and every node t 2 s has branching 
set 
T(t) = {n > max(t) 1 t U {n} E T} E ‘I?& 
Thus, T consists of a trunk, ending at s, beyond which every node has many 
immediate successors, ‘many’ being in the sense of the appropriate ultrafilter. We 
call such a tree a %-tree wirh stem s. 
AS in Section 3, let 2 (resp. C) be the collection of all Z’s [aI0 such that, for 
every s E [o]<~, s+ [w]” - % (resp. s-,E or s+ [o]” - %‘). By Theorem 
3(a, b), C is a Bmlean a-algebra and I is a a-ideal, so the quotient algebra 
= is also a B,oolean a-algebra. By Theorem 3(c), satisfies the countable 
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cl&k amdition, i.e., every collection of pakwise disjoint non-zero elements of B 
is amntable; it is well known [27(20.!5)] that, in the presence of the countable 
chain condition, countable completeness implies completeness, so B is in fist a 
.BisthecompkteBookanalgebraassociatedtothe 
as * is tied) that we shall study. We could simply 
it will often be more convenient to use a certain 
defining this Q, we record for future reference that 
theeqrlnalenoedassinBofasetaEC~dthalTheorem3(d) 
~dLateveryelenrentofBis[~~someBdrel~t~, forif2kCthen 
~,~,aad~(asinTheorem3(d))an~rbysetsinI.Thus,Bcanalsobe 
viG(Ipedrrsthe~tofthealgebraofBorelsetsbyitsintersectionwithI. 
Gonsider any non-zero [ZJEB. So 8pEC-I, which implies that s+Zfor at 
leastones. Fixsuchans, andlet Tbea9Hreewithstemsrepresentinga 
~~~r3in4be~~estartingat~~ons.AsQhestrategyisa 
winning one, aJl paths through T are in Z. Writing Paths(T) for the set of all 
pathsthrough T, wehave 
&WT) c_ R 
Paths(T) E C (as Paths(T) is closed), and 
paths(T)91 (as ~+~WIS(T), bmks to the strategy reprented by T). 
‘Ihs, the elements of B of the form [paths(T)], where T ranges ovex 
with arbitmy stems, amstitut~ a dense subset of B - (0). We observe 
trivial implications (where T, T’ are Wrees with arbitrary stems) 
T E T’ $ Paths(T) s Paths(T’) + Ipaths( s [Paths(T’)] 
wrees 
that the 
are reversible, for if T has a node t not in T’, then the subtree T of T co-g 
of the nodes of ?’ comparable with t has Path@“‘) included in Paths(T) but 
disjoint fim Paths(T’), so w(T)] & @?aths(T’)]. 
Thus the partial ordering Q=Q((ru) of all ed-trees with arbitrary stems, 
ordered by inchkon, is embedded as a dense subset of B by T r--) ~&s(T)]. The 
Bodean-valued universe Vn may therefore be viewed as arising from’V by 
adjoining either a V-generic ult&lter G k B or the V-generic subset 
crQ={T~Ql[Patas(TI1~G}ofQ= 
Each of the primed theorems of Section 4 (Theorems 4’ to 7’) describes, under 
certain hypotheses on Bc, a dense subset of Q(a), which may provide a more 
convenient, though of course equivalent, way to view Q-forcing. (Actually, they 
describe ‘@&&MS without stems, but it is trivial to take stems into account.) In 
partMar, Theorem 4’(d) says that, when all of the Cpcs are the same selective 
uhrafkx ‘Ql, then the trees of the form 
{tE[O](~ISiSaL1iELitial~~entoftandt=sEH}, 
where s E [o]‘” and H E a, are dense in Q. Since the inclusion relation on such 
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trees corresponds exactly to the ordering of Mathias conditions (s, H), we see 
that Q-forcing is in this case equivalent to 
Similarly, Theorem 4’(c) says that, when all Q& are the same P-point % (not 
necessarily selective), then Q has m&&se subset consisting of trees of the form 
{r‘~101(~(~iS~~81segmentoftandt=s~H, and 
V&Y Et-_SCXcy --?b g(x)<y]}, 
where s E [ml’“, WE%, andg:dr)+m. us, Q-forcing is equivalent in this case 
to forcing with triples (s, H, g) of this sort, the ordering of these triples being 
that (s’, H’, g’) extends (s, H, g) if s’zs, H’s H, g’*g on H’, Y--s s H, 
andVx,yEs’-s[xcy+g(x)cy]. 
The remaining primed theorems of Section 4 clearly have similar, though more 
comp%ated, consequexes in terms of dense subseti of Q. 
Any V-generic ultrafilter G in B determines an infinite subset R = RG of 0.r by 
nERG ~4 [{X+#'(neX}]eG. ( 7) i 
It follows, by an easy induction over Bore1 sets, that if 48 is any Bore1 subset of 
[o)]O in V and & is its canonicalextension in some extension of V containing RG 
(i.e., & is coded by the same real as 3; see [29] for details), then 
R,E~ e [5B]eG. (18) 
In particular, since every element of is represented by a Bore1 set, RG 
conipletely determines G; V[G] = V[R,]. We may therefore view forcing with B 
(or Q) as simply adjoining a subset RG of m, and we call the RG’s that arise in 
this way Q-generic (over V). Notice that the generic subset GrQ of Q is 
definable from Rc by 
TeG/Q e R,EPaths(T) 
e R&apaththroughT. (19) 
It follows from (18) that, if X is Q-generic then-X $ a for any Bore1 set (of V) 
a E 1. The converse holds also, for if X is not in the extension of any ~8 E 1, then, 
for arbitrary Bore1 sets 3 of V, whether Xbelongs to a depends only on [a], so 
wecandefineGc8by 
[~]EG e XE& 
Then clearly X= RG, and it is not hard to verify that G is a V-generic ultrafilter 
in B. (The proof uses the fact that every maximal antichain of B in V is countable 
and can be represented by Bore1 sets 48, whose union is all of [o]“’ in V. Then the 
siin cover [o]@ in the extended universe, so, for some 11, X E ah and therefore 
[a,J E G.) All this is entirely analogous to the discussion of random reals in [29]; 
under this analogy, C and I correspond to the algebra of Lebesgue measurable 
sets and the ideal of sets of measure zero. 
A. Bb 
The following delinitihs lead to a somewhat more concrete characterization of 
Q-gene& subsets of a, Theorem 8(a,c) below, analogous to Mathias’s charac- 
. . 
tmzawm 1191 of the P&gene& sets for selective 9 as those infinite subsets of 0 
that are abnost inch&d in every set of @ (in the ground model). By a 
(~justaregalation,aslongas~is1Gxed),wemeanafunctionZ 
each sE[@]- a set z(s)&& We say that an infinite subset 
{*<x3<-. 0) of (10 obeys the regulation 2 if, for every n E cu, n, E 
Z(@iI)..** ~ll_~}). If this holds for all suSciently large n (rather than for all n), 
thenwesaythatxeuuUua&obeysz. 
l!hM. The ecpivaknce of (a) and (b) was proved above. To show that (a) 
implies (c), it suffkes to show, for each given regulation A, that the trees T, all of 
~~eventaallyobeyZ,aredenseinQ.Butthisiseasy,sinceanytree 
?&Q can be extended to such 2 T by replacing the branching sets Z&(t) by 
Tdt) n Z(t). More precisely, if & is_ a e-tree with stem S, then 
(where tnx consists of the predecesso rs of x in t) is an extension of TO whose 
paths eventually obey 2 (the obdience beginning as soon as the path gets beyond 
4. 
It remains to show that (c) implies (b), so assume (c) and let 3 be a Bore1 set 
(ofV)inI.ThatSBEImeansthat,foreveysE[w](”,~e~isa~-treeT,with 
stem s, none of whose paths are in 3. Define 
AseachT,isa -tree beyond s and as the intersection here is a finite one, we 
have Z(t) E dl;, so 2 is a Be-regulation. Consider an arbitrary set Y = {y,, <yI c 
l - l } in V that eventually obeys 2; let k be such that yn E Z({y,, . . . , Y,,_~}) for 
all nak, and let s={y*,..., Y~_~}. Then, for all n M, we have y,, E 
T,({yo, l l l 9 Y,_~}) by definition of 2, so Y is a path through x and therefore 
Y $ S. We have shown that no YE 3 eventually obeys 2 (ii V). Tbis fact is II:, 
hence absolute. So the assumption (c) implies X8 a. 0 
8.1. Ifalltheultrafilters~oTethesomeQandifXisQ-genericover 
V, then every ii@nite subset of X is aho Q-genetic over V. 
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hof. Let Z be any *-regulation. Since ti Q& are equal to Q4, 
Z’(t) = n Z(s) 
sst 
defines a *-regulation 2’. Clearly, if X eventually obeys Z’, then every infinite 
subset eventually obeys 2. 0 
When % is selective, Corollary 8.1 reduces to Mathias’s theorem [19, Theorem 
2.51. 
If enough (but not necessBljly all) of the Q& are equal, one obtains results 
analogous to Corollary 8.1 but more complicated. We confine our attention to the 
simplest such case, namely that cpls depends only on the parity of jsj. Let us write 
Q&, (resp. el) for the common value of Q& for all s of even (resp. odd) size. 
Suppose A0 and AI are disjoint sets, with Aj E (I& If X is Q-generic, then, with 
linitely many exceptions, the elements of X in increasing order are chosen 
alternately from A0 and Al. It is clear that this will not hold for arbitrary infinite 
subsets Y of X, so the conclusion of Corollary 8.1 fails in this situation. Indeed, it 
is clear that Y will have the necessary alternation property if and only if the 
elements removed from X in forming Y are, with an even finite number of 
exceptions, taken in consecutive (in X) pairs. The following corollary says that 
this restriction, obviously necessary if Y is to be Q-generic, is suflicient. 
t3mBary 82. If s depends nl o y on the parity of Isl, if X is Q-generic over V, 
andifYisaninfiniresubsetofXs~thateverysu~~ntlylargeyEYhasan 
even num6et of pmikcessom in X - Y, then Y is also Q-generic ouer V. 
Roof. Proceed as in the proof of Corollary 8.1, except that 
Z’(t) = n z(s). 0 
SC6 It-sl even 
Another easy consequence of Theorem 8 is that the enumeration of a 
Q-generic set dominates all ground model reals. 
Corollary 8.3. Let {x,, <xl c l ==}beQ-genericoverV,andletf:w+o6einV. 
Then, for aU s@Wently large n, f(n) Cx,. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 8(c) to the regulation Z(t) = {x E o 1 n > f (I#}. Cl 
By putting max(t) in place of ItI in the proof, we could put f (xnwl) in place of 
f(n) in the corollary. ’ 
The next -theorem extends to Q-forcing, another result proved by Mathias 
[19, (2.9)] for the selective case. It will be convenient to say that a finite subset s 
of o favors a sentence cp in the Q-forcing language if there is a -tree with stem 
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s that forces tp. Observe that two Wrees with the same stem are always 
in Q, for their intersection is another Stc-tree with the same stem. 
~,noscanfavorboth~and~~. 
en, for all n E T(s), the subtree 
stemsU{n}andforcesgp 
T,withstemssU(n} 
T&is a *-tree with 
stem s, and it forces q~ because each of its extensions in Q is compatible with 
some T# and therefore cannot force 1Qp. 
(b) Suppose s favors neither (p nor 1~. Define a tree T to consist of s, all 
initialsegmentsofs, ~dthosetEIQllcOgs~thatsisaa~~segmentoftand 
all initial segments of t longer than s (including t itself) favor neither tq nor -9p. 
Thus, for t E T and t longer than s, T(t) = {n >max(t) 1 t U {n} favors neither p 
the theorem (and the fad that each Ccc, is an ultrafilter), T 
I& T’ be an extension of T deciding p, and let t’ be the 
stem of T’. So t’ favors one of q and ~QII yet is a node of T beyond s. This 
contradids the deli&ion of T. Cl 
To conclude our discusion of Q-forcing, we give an application to the 
following question raised by Laver and Rikry. Is it consistent with ZI?C that 
if P is any non-trivial notion of forcing satisfying the countable chain 
condition, then P forces that there exists a real that is either Cohen 
gene.ic or random over the ground model? (20) 
Of course, (20) implies Souslin’s hypothesis, for a Souslin tree is a c..c.c. notion 
of forcing that adjoins no reals at all. It is also known, and more relevant to the 
present dkussion, that Mathias forcing P* adds no Cohen or random reals if 9 is 
a selective ultraulter but it adds Cohen reals if % is a non-selective ultrafllter. 
Thus, (20) implies that there are no selective ultrafilters. We shall extend this 
result by showing that, if all (& are the same P-point C, then Q-forcing adds no 
Cohen or random reals. Since Q satisfies the C.C.C. this means that (20) implies 
that there are no P-points. In fact, we shall prove a bit more, namely that, if all 
s are the same P-point and if A is any real in the Q(w)-forcing extension of V 
but not in V, then the submodel V[A] contains a function o+ o that eventually 
dominates all functions o+o in V. It is well-known that Cohen and random 
forciug do not produce any such dominating functions, so it follows that A cannot 
be Cohen-generic or random over V. 
The proof of the existence of a dominating function in V[A] begins with some 
general facts about reals in Q-forcing extensions. These facts, which generalize 
results of Mathias [19, Section 61 for the selective case, do not depend on special 
assumptions about the s, so for the time being eL can be any [o]‘“-indexed 
famiIy of uItraf&ers on cu. 
Let A be a name in the Q-forcing language such that “A s cu” is forced (by 
every condition). For each s E [Q)]<“, we define 
A(s) = {k E cu 1 s favors “k E &‘}, 
which may be thought of as s’s opinion of what A is. Notice that each A(s) and 
indeed the whole function s-A(s) are defined in the ground model V. By 
definition of ‘favors’ and by the observation that the intersection of finitely many 
Q&trees with stem s is again such a tree, we can find, for each s, a e-tree q with 
stem s that forces ‘k E &’ (resp. “‘k $ &‘) for alI k s max(s) such that k E A(s) 
(rcsp. “k $ A(s)“). Thus, 
x forces ‘l%r agrees with A(s) up to and including max(s)“. 
Define a ‘&eguIation 2 by 
Now consider a set R = {rO < rl < l l l } Q-generic over V; we work in V[R] for 
the time bemg. We write f(m) for the initial segment {to,. . . , rn_l} of R, and we , 
write G and G rQ for the V-generic subsets of B and Q associated with R via (18) 
and (19). By Theorem 8, R eventually obeys the regulation 2, so fix an no such 
that, for alI n > no, r, E Z@(n)). It fohows that, if n 3 k > no, then r-(n) E Tqkj 
(by induction on n using the definition of Zj, so R is a path through Tqkj. By 
(19), this means that Tfikj E G fQ for alI k 3 no, and therefore, by definition of 
ZP 
A&~ agrees with A@(k)) up to and including r&l, (21) 
where & is the denotation of the name A with respect to the generic set G fQ 
corresponding to R. Thus, & is obtained from R in a very simple fashion, 
& = fi A(r’(k + 1)) n (& + I), _ 
k-o 
via the function s-A(s) which is in V. 
Theorem 10. Let % be a P-point on o and let %S = % for all s E [o]? Let R be a 
Q-generic subset of w, and let A be any subset of o in V[R] but not in V. ‘IBen 
VIA] c&t&s a function o- o eventually dominating all fiulctions o + o porn 
v. 
Proof. Fix a name A such that AR =A and such that every condition forces 
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&CA s a~“. We continue to use the notation introduced in the discus&on preceding 
thetheorem. - 
For each s +I-, A(s)E V but A $ V, so we can define S(s) to be the 
member of the symme&k diBerence A-AA(s). We also define 
D(s) = {n > mm(s) 1 either n < 9(s) or 6(s) E A(s U {n})AA(s)}. 
fixed s, D(s) is a set in V, and D(s) 9 ‘%G by Theorem 9(a) and the 
of A(s). The hctions 6 and 0 are iu the model V[A]. 
any R > no. By definition of 6, S@(k)) E AAA(i;(k)). On the other 
had, if rk 2t 6(7(k)), then, by @I), 6(3&)) $ AAA(f(k + 1)). ~erefbe, either 
rj < 6(qk)) or 6@(k)) EA(F(~ + l))M(@k)). h F(k + 1) = F(k) 6 {rk}, We 
have slkmn that 
nte sets D(s), for s E [cu]~@ constitute a countable family in V[R] (in fact in 
sets in V. As V[k] is a C.C.C. forcing extension of V, there is a couutable 
in V that cxMaius every D(s). (9 consists of all the sets in V that 8 
by some condition in Q to be a D(s).) As Q! is a P-point, it contains a set 
(i.e., has bite iutefsection with) every set iu 9 that 
,EnD(s)isfinitef;oreverys.Defineg:o-*cuinV[A] . 
bytalrinPg(lC)~enoughtobeanupperboundfwEnD(s)forallswitb 
max@)Gn. We can arrange that g is a strictly increasing function. 
As R eventually obeys the regulation that maps every s E [(u]‘“’ to E, there is 
nl such that r& EE for ti k >nl. Combining this with (z), and setting 
n = max{&, n,}, we have, for all k >n, rk E E n D@(k)) and therefore rk G 
&&). It follows, by induction on k, that rk s gL-“(r,) for ti k a n. 
The function k+eBn(rm) (for k a n, and extended arbitrarily for k < n) is in 
V[A] because g is. l[t even- dominates k *rk (from it on), which in turn 
eventually dominates every function CO* o in V by corollary 8.3. •J 
is tempting to try to prove Theorem 20 without the hypothesis that 9 is a 
and thereby refute (20). Unfortunately, there exist ultrafMxs % such 
)-forcing with all 4?& = % adds Cohen reals. Specifically, let P be the set 
of finite sequences of zeros and ones, ordered by inclusion, so P is a notion of 
forcing adjoining a Cohen real, and let * be the filter on P generated by the 
family 9 of dense opn subsets of P. (Note that 9 is closed under finite 
intersections.) Let % be an ultrafilter on 0 isomorphic to some ultrafilter on P 
that includes 9, or, more generally, let Q! be an ultrafilter on o and let f : o- P 
be a function such that f(%) =, 95 If R = {rO < rl < l l 0) is a Q-generic subset of o 
(where x = % for all s), then the infinite string of zeros and ones obtained by 
concatenating f(ro) ^ f(rI) -0 l l , which is clearly in V[R], is Cohen-generic over V. 
To see this, let DdOe a dense open subset of P. For each s={q,<-< 
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x,_,} E [a~]‘@, the set 
a = {P E p Ifo-fh)-* l l T(XnJP E w 
is also dense and open, so f”(Q) E a. Being Q-generic over V, R eventually 
obeys the regulation 2 defined (in V) by Z(S) =foL(Ds). So there is an n with 
f (ml E &bdll-,P This means that f (ro)-f (rl)-a . . has an initial segment in D, 
namely f (rb)T (W l l -f (I;r)~ 
. It follows from the result just proved and Theorem 10, that no ultrafilter that 
includes *is a P-point. 
We conclude this section by summarizing some facts that we shall need later 
about two familiar forcing constructions, collapsing below an inaccessible cardinal 
and adjoining a generic ultrafilter on o. 
Let R be an inaccessible cardinal in V. The notion of forcing for L&y 
collapsing below K, L&&c), is the set of finite partial functions p from 
(K- (0)) X o to K satisfying p(t~, k)< a whenever p(a, k) is delined. A 
L&y(+generic set G codes functions g, from 0 onto Q! for all a! E K - (0); 
g&(k) = p if and only if some p E G has P(a, k)= p. In V[G], K is K1. If A c K, 
then{pEGIdomain(p)c(~-{O))xo}=GAwdeSalltheg,fora!<1and~ 
itself be ooded by a single real in V[G] as A is countable in V[G]. Every real in 
V[G] is in V[Gk] for all sufficiently large A <K. We write HDVR for the class of 
elements of V[G] hereditarily (ordinal) definable in V[G] from parameters in the 
ground model V and parameters that are reals (in V[G]). (The word ‘ordinal’ in 
the preceding sentence is redundant, as arbitrary parameters from V are allowed, 
but its inclusion makes it evident that general facts about ordinal definability with 
parameters are applicable. In particular, HDVR is definable, in V[G], in the 
language of set theory augmented by a predicate symbol designating the ground 
model V. If one assumes V = L, then parameters from V can be eliminated in 
favor of ordinals, so HDVR is the class of sets hereditarily ordinal definable from 
reals in V[G].) If %k HDVR is a set of reals, then there is a formula *(x, y, z), 
there is a real o in V[G], and there is a parameter p E V such that, for all 
sufliciently large k < K and for all reals x E V[G], 
x E itf = V[Cn, 4 b I/+, G, p)- (23) 
(Actually, n need only be large enough to ensure a E V[G&) All the preceding 
facts about L&y (K) forcing can be found in [ 191 or [29]. The following is in [lg, 
Theorem 5.81. If K is a Mahlo cardinal in V and if %’ E V[G] is a set of reals, then 
there exist arbitrarily large inaccessible (in V) cardinals A <K such that 
B’n V[GA] E V[GA] and (R(v[~]J, B?n V[GA]) is an elementary submodel of 
(~0’[Gl) a as models of second-order arithmetic with an additional unary 
predicaie fo; %. For example, if % is an ultrafilter on o in V[G], then % n V[Gn] 
is an ultrafilter on &o in V[GA] for many A< K. 
The simplest notion of forcing to adjoin a new ultrafilter on o is the set [o]@ of 
A. Bliss 
idbite subsets of cu, ordered so that ‘extension’ means subset. A forcing 
c&$ion X E {a]‘@ is tho@t of as saying about the uBral3ter being adjoined that 
it -stains X. As de&M here, the ordering is not separative; the separative 
is obtained by identifying 
Yisfinite,andtheordering 
quotient is countably 
asequence X0,X1,... of infinite sets that is decrea&g 
, we can f&m an &finite Y almost included in every Xm simply 
the nth element of Y from x,n l l l ClX”. Thus, this notion of 
no new a-sequences of ordinals. This fact makes it easy to check 
subset 6 of [cu]” is an ultraf&er on CI), The least trivial part of the 
. ~isthatG~~Xor~--XfOTeachXcQ);but,bythepreoeding 
obsereatioo, it su4Eces to consider XEV, and then {YE[o]O’IY~X or 
Yrcv-X} meets G because it is dense in [o)]? Similarly, iff:w+a, is V[G], 
thenfEVand {YE[Qqqf is one-to-one or constant on Y} is in V and dense in 
[cu]” and therefore meets G. Thus, G is a selective ultrafilt& on a, in V[G]. We 
shaIl ref&r to such ukdilters as [cu]“-generic over K 
The notion of f&zing [ml”, or rather its separative quotient, can be identied 
with a dense subset of the collection of filters on @ that have countable bases, 
ordered so that larger alters count as extensions of smaller ones. A set X E [(u]“’ is 
identifiedwiththe~r{Y~a,~X-Yisfinitte};thatfiltetsofthisspecidfo~ 
are dense among all countably generated filters is shown by the same argument as 
the countable closure of the separative quotient in the preceding paragraph. 
Thus, we may view [(u]“’ forcing as constructing an ultra&z by approximating it 
with countably generated filters. Other sorts of ‘smau’ filters, particularly the F, 
fBers and the analytic filters (with respect to the usual product topology on the 
power set of m), can also be used to adjoin ultr&&ers. Work of Teissier (& 
Daguenet) [9] shows, in topological rather than forcing terminology, that forcing 
with Fe slters adjoins a P-point with no selective ultrafjlter it and that 
tircing with analytic filters adjoins an ultrafilter with no P-point RK-below it. 
6. 
Throughout this section, we assume that K is a Mahlo cardinal in V and that G 
is L&y(K)-generic over V. We study partition relations and ultrafilters in V[G]. 
The first restit, a straightforward extension of a theorem of Mathias [19] (which is 
in turn based on work of Solovay [29]), establishes for HDVR sets in V[G] some 
of the properties previously established for analytic sets in arbitrary models. 
= (a&5 :s E [wlem) is a f&y of ultrfilters on 0, then 
subset of [w]” bekmgs to the Boolean ai’gebra defined in Section 3. 
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Proof. Let g be any HDVR subset of [w]“’ in V[G]. By properties of L&~(K) 
forcing proved in [19,29] and recalled in Section 5 above, there exist a r& 
a E V[G], a parameter p E V, an ordinal K’ < K, and a formula q in the language 
of set theory (with three free variables) such that: 
(i) I’ is inaccessible in V. 
(ii) a E V[G’], where G’ is G truncated at K', called Gr, in Section 5. 
(iii) The family eC’ = (%i:s E [o]<~) is in V[G’], where Qi = q n V[G’]. 
(iv) For every YE [o]O: YE % @ V[G’, yl b q(Y, a, p). 
We shall show that Z’is in C by finding a Bore1 set 4QI (which is in C by Theorem 
3) such that the symmetric difference EA9?I is in I. 
Let C’ and 1’ be the Boolean u-algebra and a-ideal in V[G’] determined by 
eC’. Thus, a subset ZE of [o]” in V[G’] belongs to I’ if and only if there exists, for 
each b E [a))<@, a *‘-tree TJ (ii V[G’]) with stem S, such that no paths (in V[G’]) 
through z are in 3. Clearly, T, is also a %-tree (in V[G]) with stem s. If 3 is a 
Bore1 set and 3 is its canonical extension to a Bore1 set in V[G], then the fact 
that s contains no paths through z is a II; statement, hence absolute, so 3 
contains no paths through c (see [29] for details of such absoluteness considera- 
tions). Thus, Z8 ~1. The number of Bore1 sets (of V[G’]) 3 E I’ is the power of 
the continuum in V[G’], which is smaller than K, hence is countable in V[G]. 
Therefore, the union of all the corresponding & is in I. Notice that this union is, 
by Theorem 8, precisely the set of YE [o]@ (in V[G]) that are not Q(eC’)-generic 
over V[G’]. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to hd a Bore1 set 48 such that 
EA 3 consists entirely of such Ys, i.e., such that, whenever Y is Q(4tl’)lgeneric 
over V[G’], then YE $P if and only if YE 48. 
Consider an arbitrary Q(q’)-generic subset of o, say Rn where H is a 
V[G’]-generic ultraf%er in C/I’. Then by (iv), 
RH E 2f e V[G’, &I] E WGt, a, p)- 
The model V[G’, RH] is the Q(%‘)-generic extension V[G’][H] of V[G’]. The 
parameters Rn, a, p occming in Oy are the denotations, with respect to H, of 
names &a, and p in the Q(e’)-forcing language over V[G’J. (This uses (ii) to, 
ensure that rX makes sense. k names the real associated to the canonical name for 
a generic set.) Thus, by elementary properties of generic extensions (“forcing 
equals truth”), 
The Boolean truth value ]]I@, i, p)II (calculated in V[G’]) is independent of H 
and is the equivalence class modulo I’ of some Bore1 set 9’ (by Theorem 3(iv)). 
The definition relating RH to H shows that 
IId, a, p)II = [a’] E H c-lr RH E 48 
where @ is the canonical extension w of 48’ to a Bore1 set in V[G]. Suanmarizing, 
A. Bhss 
4, 5, 6, and 7 continue to hold if the 
E HDVR”. 
was used only to ensure that 
The part of CoroUary 11.1 that pertains to Theorem 4(d) was proved by 
Mathias [19, Sect& 51. The foRowing coroIIary is an immediate consequence of 
this result of MatEas. RecaU from Section 5 that [@I”, ordered by inclusion, is a 
(non-separative) notion of forcing that adjoins a selective ultrafiiter. . 
ILZ. In V[G], every se&dive td’t#kr is [@'-gene& over HDVR. 
Rd. We work in V[G]. Let % be a selective uitrafiher and let 9 E HDVR be a 
dense subset of [cu]@$ we must show that Q meets 9. By Theorem 4(d), extended 
by CoroIIary 11.1, there is a set HE l%e such that 9 contains alI or none of the 
infin& subsets of EL As 9 is dense, ‘none’ is impossible, so we have ‘all’. In 
parkuk,H&. Cl 
CoroUary 11.2 impiies that, in a certain sense, ail selective UltraGiters in V[G] 
look alike. More precisely, consider a statemeEt ~7 about a selective uitratilter in 
V[G] such that 
(i) if % satisfies a, then so does every ultra&x isomorphic to %, and 
(ii) o can be expressed in the form HDvlw[C] b q, where the sentence q can 
involve names for % and for members of IIDVR. 
‘Inen a: holds either for ali selective -uItrafiIters or for none. Indeed, if there is a 
seltive 9 satisfying a, then q holds in the [o]“_seneric extension HDVR[%] of 
hence must be forced over HDVR by some X E 9. Then QI holds in 
ia’], and ixxefore a holds of C’, for every selective %’ containing X. 
But then (i) impiies that 0 holds for every selective %‘. (It is obvious that 
hypothesis (i) cannot be omitted, for then 0 could say that % contains the set of 
even numbers. I conjecture that (ii) cannot be omitted either.) 
Nouveau [17] has shown that, in models of Martin’s axiom and not CH, 
selective ultrafilters do not ali look alike, for they can be distinguished by their 
degrees of stability, i.e., the smaiiest K such that some K sets in the ultrafilter do - 
not all almost include a single set in the uitrafiher. This degree of stability is (for 
) between KI and 2”, so in models of CH (like our V[G]) it cannot be 
used to distinguish between selective uitrafiiters. Selective ultrafiiters adjoined to 
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a model of ZFC by forcing with [WI“’ always have degree of stability 2% (of the 
extension; this may be smaller than 2% of the ground model). 
The next theorem strengthens Corollary 11.2 by showing that the selective 
ultrafrlters in V[G] are not only generic individually but mutually generic, except 
for isomorphic ones. 
Tkauem l2. In V[G], every 
selective’ *em is gene& 0 
many copies of [al]? 
aeG, :n E 0) of painvise non-ikomotphk 
with respect @ the ptoduct of countabty 
Remark. Since forcing with [u]” does not adjoin new reals, the product forcing 
mentioned in the theorem can also be viewed as the w-length iteration of 
[cu]“-forcing with countable support (i.e., inverse limit). 
The theorem cannot be extended to uncountably many ultraulters, since an 
NI-sequence of %&‘s could encode, via the choice whether Se contains the set of 
even numbers, an arbitrary subset K,; in particular (since CH holds in V[G]), it 
could encode another selective ultrafilter “Ir, Then .al. and the %$s cannot be 
mutually generic, since T is in the model generated over HDVR by the Q&‘s. 
Roof of l&or&m 12. Let the sequence (4& :n E w) and a dense open subset 
9 E HDVIF3 of the product notion of forcing be given. Fix an o-sequence in V of 
natural numbers in which every natural number occurs infinitely often and the 
first occurrence of any n precedes the first occurrence of n + 1. We write i for the 
ith term of this sequence. (For example, we could define ito be the largest n such 
that 2” divides i + 1.) We use the sequence to break every X E [o]~ into infinitely 
many disjoint infinite pieces X(n) by putting the ith element of X into X(i), for 
each i. Let 
clearly, E is in HDVR . 
We apply Theorem 7, as extended by Corollary 11.1, to B’ and the system 
9’ = (%::s E [o]@) of selective ultrafilters defined by 
%i=Q& wheren=m. 
We obtain, for each n, a set Z, (called 2(%&J in Theorem 7) such that B’? contains 
all or none of the infinite subsets X = {x0 < x1 < l l l } of o that satisfy Xi E 2; for 
all i, i.e., that satisfy X(n) s 2” for all n. We check next that ‘all’ holds, rather 
than ‘none’. 
As 9 is dense in the product notion of forcing, it contains an extension 
(Y, :n E o) of the condition (a :n E 0); so Y, s Zm for all n. De+e a set 
X = {x0 <x1 < l l l } by inductively choosing Xi to be a member of fi larger than all 
previously chosen xi (j C i). Then X(n) s Y, s 2, for all n and, as (X(n) : n E o) 
is an extension of (Y, : n E co) and 9 is open, X E 8’. This shows that the ‘none’ 
2!m A. B&ass 
ahematk in the homogeneity given by Theorem 7 cannot hold, so ‘all’ holds. 
That is, if X E [a]@ and X(n) G 2;1 for every n, then X E intend to find 
an X with X(n) E (%ln for every a Then, by definition we shall have 
):n E 0) E 9 n aEap &In, which will conclude the proof of genericity. 
fixedk~cu, letA=a(~)Ea,besolargethateveryn6k~asi 
i with R<iSA Then choose a sequence of natural numbers. 
no<k< l -6nAsuchthatk<~andeachq~& (Itistrivialtoflndsuchnf’s 
Muctively, as each 2;( is infinite.) Now allow k to vary; nA, which of wurse 
on k, will be called g(k). 
Corollary 7.2, there are sets B” E (IQ such that 
WemayassumeB;,r&; just srce&withB~~&ifnecessaq.Wemayalso 
assumethatthesets&are disjoint; the argument for this is well known, 
but we include it for the sake of completeness. For each pair of distinct natural 
numbers men, since (pd, and CeG, are distinct, we can find C(m,n)~c with 
a, - C(m, II) E R. For each m, consider the countably many sets C(m, z) for 
-C(n,m)fbrn<m;theyarein&, and9JsaP=point,sofind 
~~~ia~ofthesesets.Now,ifm<n,thenC,andC,sue 
ahnost included in C(m, n) and o - C(m, n); so their intersection is finite. Thus, 
fkxeachn, 
c;=cn- u Cm&&. 
m-08 
The sets CL are pairwke disjoint, and we replace B,, by B, n Ci to achieve the 
desired disjointness of the B's. 
We are now ready to construct the desired X= {xO<xl < l l 9). It will consist 
of two sorts of elements, qe& elements chosen from appropriate B,'s, andfiuet 
elements chosen from appropriate &‘s. The special elements will be chosen in 
increa&g order; immediately after one has been chosen, some filler elements 
may be inserted between it and the next smaller special element. The first special 
element is the first element of 4. No Ellter elements are inserted below it, so it 
will be x0. Notice that, by OUI choice of the sequence of ?s, ij = 0, so we have 
X&&j. 
Consider now a later stage of the induction, where the last special element 
chosen was k, and any filler elements to be inserted before it have also been 
chosen. Thus, this special element k is xP where p is already known because all 
the p&ecessors of k in X have already been chosen. The next special element 
after k is defined to be the smallest m > k such that m E Unsk B,,. Let II be the 
index such that RS E B,. By the definition of A = A(k), we can ti an i with 
k<isA and f- I - n. Pi our choice of the B’s, m >g(k), so we have k <no < 
n1< l l l < nA < m with each PZ! E2+. The filler elements to be inserted between k 
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and m are nP+l<*=*<ni_l. (Sincep~kd, this makes sense; ifp=i-1, no 
6ller elements are inserted.) Since k was xP, we now have xi = ni for p + 1 c j <i, 
so xi E 21 for such j. Also, x4 = m E B, s 2” = 2;. This completes the inductive 
definition of x and the verification that X(n) s 2& for all n. It remains to check 
that X(n) 45 Q& for all n. 
Fix an arbitrary n E CO. Once a special element k 2 n has been chosen, every 
element >k in B,, will be put into X as a special element and will be in X(n). 
Thus, X(h) contains all but Gnitely many elements of B,, and is therefore in 
ccc,* 0 . 
CordNary 12.1. In V[G], if 4tG is a selective ultrajiher, then the o.dy selective 
tdb@ltem in HDVR[%] are those isomorrphic to 94. 
Proof. If V is a selective ultrafilter not isomorphic to a, then ti and Y are 
mutually [@I”‘-generic over HDVR, by the theorem. So r is [o]“-generic over 
HDVR[%], hence is certainly not in IIDVR[C]. Cl 
In connection with Corollary 12.1, it should be mentioned that Shelah 
[26,(VI.S)] has shown that the existence of a unique isomorphism class of 
selective ultrafllters is consistent with ZFC (not merely ZF as here, and Shelah 
needs no large cardinals for his result). 
Question. Can all ultralllters in HDVR[C] be obtained from % by transfhrite 
iteration of the two processes of (a) t&mg images under maps from o to o and 
(b) taking limits of previously obtained ultrafilters along previously obtained 
ultrafilters? An affirmative answer would imply by virtue of [6] that, in 
HDVR[%], the Rudin-Keisler ordering of ultrafllters is linear; this cannot 
happen in models of ZFC, by [14]. 
The same proof as for Corollary 12.1 also shows that, if any finitely or 
countably many of the selective ultrafilters in V[G] are adjoined to HDVR, then 
these ultrafilters and their isomorphic images are the only selective ultrafilters in 
the resulting model. 
By Corollary 11.1, indeed by the special case given in [B, Section 51, HDVR 
satisfies the partition relation co+(o)O.: (In fact, as is shcwf: in [19, (S.l)] this 
does not require that K be Mahlo in V, only that it be inaccessible in V.) Thus, if 
% is any selective ultrafilter in V[G], then the work of Henle, Mathias, and 
Woodin [13] on [o]“-generic extensions of models of CO- (o)O is applicable to 
HDVR[%]. For example, every set of ordinals in this model is already in HDVR; 
in particular, adjoining % does not adjoin a well-ordering of the continuum. (An 
alternate proof of this fact can be obtained by observing that, if II3 could be 
well-ordered in HDVR[C], then its cardinality would have to be N1 ( = K) 
because it cannot be mapped onto the next cardinal (of V or V[G] or any 
A. B&us 
K+ even in V[G]. so 
OfH).ThiSCanalsob 
5ding a K’CII: such that the real parameter used to de5e 
before); then using seIectivity of 
V[G’] where ~8’ = % n V[G’], 
sub6etsofHtoshowthat91P, 
that have a certain initial segment in 
common with H, and 5alQ removing the reqiremet of a common initial 
of the asSumed invariance of 890 under finite alterations. 
7. 
Aswmiag~,W.Rudin[~showedtbatanyofthe~p-pointscanbe . 
to any other b-a self&omeomorphism of Ba, - a. Thus; the topological 
s&uctme of Ba, - 0 is inadequate, not merely for di&gi&ng between selective 
ult&&zs but even for distinguishing these from non&&e P-points. The 
latter defect can be remedied by the following conside~tions. 
The two p&&ion maps pr and p2 from 0x0 to CO induce two maps 
@&(a, X a+@~, which we combine into a single map 
LetYbethesubspacex-‘((Bw. w)x(Ba,-w))ofB(oxo);Y~~ofthe 
ultr&&s on CO x a, neither of whose projections are principal. It is shown in [S] 
that, for each %E@CO-0, the cardimGty of n-‘(%,%) is at least’3, with 
equality if and only if ‘%G is selective. Thus, the topological structure cousisting of 
Ba, - cu, Y, and the map a: Y+(Bw - or distinguishes selective from non- 
selective ultrafilters. 
J. Baumgartuer suggested to me in a conversation that the intuition “all 
selective ultrafilters look alike” could lead to the conjecture that this topological 
structure does not distiquish selective ultrafilters from each other. More 
precisely, the conjecture would assert that any selective ultraf&er cau be mapped 
to any other by a sel&homeomorphism g of &I-O such that the diagram 
Y 9 'Y 
w 1 1 R . 
(B o-w)z sx)- (pa-o)* 
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commutes for some self-homeomorphism q of Y. (In view of the 
COmmUtativity Of this diagram means that g O@i =@i 0 q for both values Of i.) The 
results cited above show that every such g preserves selectivity. At the time 
Baumgartner formulated this conjecture, I felt that it was plausibie and should 
perhaps be extended by requiring 5: to lift not only to Y but to similar subspaces 
of @(aP) for all finite k. 
We shall see, however, that, even without this embellishment, the conjecture is 
false. The topological structure described above is sufkient to distinguish any two 
non-isomorphic ukafilters (selective or not). 
Thcorcrn 13. Assume CH. Let lj and 7j be self-homeomotp~m- of Ba, - 0 and 
Y, nspcctivdy, such that the d&r&ta bove commutes. Then, for sdery i4lhjhr 
a, g(9) = ‘itl. 
Reruark. The proof of this theorem uses far less than the full strength of CH. My 
first proof used the existence of in6nitely many non4somorphic selective 
ultra@lters. Immediately after seeing that proof, S. Glazer reduced the hypothesis 
to the existence of either two non4somorphic selective ultraf&zs or infinitely 
many P-points with no common R&predecessor. These improvements led me to 
reduce the hypothesis further to the existence of two P-points with no common 
R&predecessor; it is this hypothesis that is used in the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem l3. We use without further comment the notation introduced 
in Section 1. Our first objective is to show that, for any ultrflter WE Y, the 
following two assertions are equivalent: (a) p1 is one-to-one on some set A E ‘W” 
(b) PI is one-to-one on some (bake) neighborhood An Y of W in Y. The 
implication from (a) to (b) is easy, for if A is as in (a), then there exists f : o-, A 
such that f opl is the identity on A, from which it follows that fofil is the identity 
on the closure a, so (b) hoids. For the converse, suppose (b) holds; so we have 
an A E W with aI one-to-one on A n Y. We consider two cases. Suppose first 
that, for each n E o, there are two points in A such that their first coordinates are 
equal, their second coordinates are distinct, and ail these coordinates are larger 
than n. Then we can inductively define two sequences of points a,, and &in A 
such that pl(a,,) =pl(b,) but no other equalities old between any coordinates of 
any of the chosen points. Let % be any ultrafilter on o, and observe that its 
images under the two maps m--, A given by n -a,, and n - 6, are two distinct 
elements of A n Y with the same image under pl. This contradicts (b), so this 
case is impossible. There remains the case that, by removing from A finitely many 
rows and columns, we obtain a set 
A’={(x,y)~Alx,y>n}, forsomen, 
that is the graph of a partial function. Since A E W and neither projection of W is 
A. B&tm 
,wehaveA’~ so A’ is as required in (a). This completes the proof 
that (a) and (b) are equivalent. 
The hypotheses on g and q, particularly the requirement that &qjl=jQ~, 
that proper& (b) is preserved by q. Therefore, so is (a). 
next step is to show that f preserves the RK ordering. Suppose, therefore, 
SV, and letf:cu+ru be such thatf(V)=%. Let 94apbe the ultrafiker 
%fting~tothegraphoff’, i.e. image of ‘V under the 
+~2:nc*(n,f(n)). Thus, x(w) and p1 is one-to-one on 
By the preceding paragraph, it follod that p1 is one-to-one on 
= g(9). Therefore, &cpC) s q(w) = g(V), so the RK ordering 
be any ultrafilter on TV, and let V and Or’ be two P-points with no 
RR--r. By definition of the Rudin-Fro& ordering, we have 
g” is a homeomorphism, it follows that ++&-‘(% QD 7’). 
~oseethis,usethedescriptionof< RF in terms of limits of discrete sequences.) 
A fktiori, 4k < Zj-‘(% @ 7’) in the RR order, and, since Zj. preserves this order, 
&&) =G ‘44 Qp V. (The inequality is actually strict, but we won’t need this.) By the 
result cited at the end of !ktion 1, g(a) is one of three sorts of ultrafilters: (a) an 
RR--r of a, (b) an RR-predecessor of V: (c) an isomorph of s-C,Vm 
with~H6~udeach’y;,CV-. 
SimiMy, using T’ in place-of ‘V, we End that g(Q4) is one of the following: (a) 
an RIGp&ecessor of 9 (as before), (b’) an RR-predecessor of V, (c’) an 
isomorph of 4&C,?“: with 9&s ‘% and each ‘V:,c V’. 
We consider various combinations of these alternatives and eliminate most of 
them, until we arrive at the conchtsion that (a) holds. We cannot have both (b) 
and (b’) because S;r and ‘v’ have no common RR-predecessors. Nor cap we have 
both (b) and (c’), for (b) implies that g(c%c) is, like V, a P-point, hence RF 
minimal. Symmetrically, we cannot have (c) and (b’). Finally, suppose we had (c) 
and (c’). By the result fkom [23] cited in the last paragraph of Section 1, the 
isomorphkms 
%&-I&&K = g(e) = (@4&&V; 
imply that either some of the Vm are not RF4nim~, or some of the V@k are not 
RF-minimal, or some of the Vm are isomorphic to some of the Vk. Since the $m 
and Vi are RR-predecessors of V and V, the first two of these alternatives 
coIlfradicf the assumption that V and V’ are P-pints, and the third alternative 
contradicts the assumption that ‘Tand V’ have no common RR-predecessors. 
Thus, we cannot have both (c) and (cl). The only possibility that remains is (a). 
shown that ~(C)G% for all %. The same argument with g and q 
their inverses and % replaced by f(c) shows that % = E-‘(&%)) G 
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